Computing devices can be implemented based on controlled generation of soliton trains in single and multicomponent Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC). Our concepts utilize the phenomenon that the frequency of soliton trains in BEC can be governed by changing interactions within the atom cloud [1] . We use this property to store numbers in terms of those frequencies for a short time until observation. The properties of soliton trains can be changed in an intended way by other components of BEC occupying comparable states or via phase engineering. We elucidate in which sense such an additional degree of freedom can be regarded as a tool for controlled manipulation of data. Finally the outcome of any manipulation made is read out by observing the signature within the density profile.
Introduction,-Since the first observation of BoseEinstein condensation in dilute gases of weaklyinteracting Bosons at low temperatures [2] [3] [4] , BEC have become an exciting playground for scientists to observe and understand their characteristic properties [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The concept of macroscopically populated states in phase space [10, 11] led to the developments of BEC consisting of photons [12, 13] , of quasiparticles such as excitonpolaritons [14] and more recently of classical waves [15] . Generating BEC in experiments certainly has been a challenge that for dilute atomic Bose gases was first accomplished 70 years after the proposed existence in 1925 [10, 16] . More recently the experimental setups for these systems could be miniaturized to microelectric chips [17, 18] and manipulating properties within BEC has by now become highly sophisticated [5, 6] . The purpose of this letter is to exploit our command over atomic BEC and propose an application for it and formally equivalent systems as novel classical computing devices.
One key characteristic of atomic BEC for our concept is that of dimension reduction in highly tightened cigarshaped traps to effectively onedimensional condensates [19, 20] . By deduction from many-body quantum mechanics one finds such systems to obey stable nonlinear excitations, which are solitons [21] . These have been observed experimentally both for BEC with attractive and repulsive interactions [22, 23] . In motion solitons move with constant speed and under particular circumstances form arrays, so called soliton trains [1, 24] . Feshbach resonances can be utilized to manipulate scattering lengths, i.e., interactions within atomic condensates [24, 25] , locally and in particular enable us to generate nonlinear excitations [26] such as soliton trains in a highly controllable way [1] . Another very effective and well-studied approach to induce solitons into BEC are phase imprinting methods [22, [27] [28] [29] . Furthermore the existence of various stable excitations in multicomponent atomic BEC has been reported for systems of two components in similar states [30] .
A recent study has shown how stable soliton trains can be created in onedimensional single and multicomponent BEC by changing interactions within the condensate on one side of the confining trap [1] . It has been found that this change in interactions s is uniquely related to the frequencies f of emerging soliton trains. In the present letter we propose to utilize such an association as a tool for storing numbers for a short time, which are to be calculated in a controlled way by the presence of other components of BEC in very similar states or by means of controlled soliton generation via phase imprinting techniques. The outcome of any calculation is received by measuring the density profile of the atomic condensate. Therewith our scheme essentially relies on the measurability of soliton trains, which by now have been observed in experiments with BEC for a great variety of settings [9, 22, 23, 31, 32] .
Mathematical model,-Our concept is developed within the theoretical framework of Gross-Pitaevskii theory for N distinguishable components of atomic BEC in highly elongated cigar shaped traps [19, 21] . Formally we consider a system of effectively onedimensional coupled nonlinear Schrödinger-type equations in nondimensionalized form,
with i, j ∈ N + and i = j. Here ψ i = ψ i (z) with z ∈ R represents the condensate wave function of component i, g i denotes the corresponding self-interaction strength and g ij cross-interactions between component i and j. We neglect an external trapping potential as we consider highly elongated condensates. Very loose confinement in z-direction is necessary to allow soliton trains to emerge [1] as for tighter taps solitons get reflected on its boundaries [33] . All Bosons of all components are assumed to be identically and uniformly distributed initially, i.e., r denotes the frequency due to a change of interactions within a repulsive condensate and ra due to changing to attractive interactions on one part of the condensate of an initially repulsive condensate [1] .
√ n 0 , where n 0 represents the constant number density distribution of Bosons for each component. We refer to [1, 19, 21] for details on onedimensional GrossPitaevskii theory of atomic gases, but point out that our proposal is universally applicable for all systems described by (1) satisfying the following assumptions. Two types of computing schemes are to be discussed independently based on two different sets of necessary properties of the underlying physical system: Method A: 1. We consider multicomponent systems (N > 1) and allow cross-and self-interactions to be steplike functions in space. 2. Different components can occupy states such that their density distributions satisfy |ψ i | 2 |ψ j | 2 . Method B: 1. We consider a single condensate (N = 1). Self-interactions can be changed to become a step-like function. 2. There exists a mechanism to locally change the phase of the condensate wave function over time.
Working memory,-For each single component BEC ψ i with repulsive and constant self-interactions and without cross-interactions, i.e., g i (z) = g i and g ij = 0 ∀i, j imposing an action such that interactions become step-function like, i.e., formally
enables soliton trains to emerge [1] . After such change is implemented the left hand side (z ≤ 0) of the condensate has self-interactions g L = c 2 and the right hand side remains to obey interactions g R = c 1 , where c 1 and c 2 denote fixed real-valued constants. The relationship between change in interactions s = g L /g R and frequency of the generated soliton train is illustrated in Fig. 1 and represented by the function r(s). We note that theoretically soliton trains occur above a threshold of change given by 2.2 or below 1/2.2 in massive infinitely spread repulsive BEC at zero temperature [1] . For atomic BEC in the Gross-Pitaevskii regime this critical value, however, might as well depend on the fraction between BEC and the thermalized atom cloud present in experiments and so we just write c up crit for the critical value for which increased interactions and c down crit for which decreased interactions lead to generation of soliton trains. The association of change in interatomic interactions s ∈ C ⊂ R c up crit with the frequency of dark solitons to emerge from such action f ∈ F ⊂ R + represents a bijective map between both properties, which in addition is monotonic increasing for s > c up crit (otherwise decreasing) and continuous as Fig. 1 illustrates. Hence, this physical system constitutes a data storage in so far as one can imprint some number a into the BEC by first associating it with the amount of change in self-interactions s(a) bijectively. The change in interactions imposed on the physical system then leads to a dark soliton train of certain frequency f (s(a)), i.e., each number has its frequency associated uniquely (for each branch in Fig. 1 ). Moreover the frequency f (s(a)) of any soliton train can be read out by measuring the density profile of the condensate. We note that a bijection is sufficient for storing information like a number that can be read out again, as it provides the existence of an inverse function. Therewith by observing the frequency of a soliton train one restores the information put into the condensate via the inverse functions, i.e., s
Computing method A,-For two component systems (N = 2) we utilize above concept of short term memory by invoking the additional freedom to manipulate the input via cross-interactions. We suppose that both condensates say 1 and 2 are in similar states, i.e., |ψ 1 | 2 |ψ 2 | 2 , which simplifies the system of equations (1) to a single equation. The effective equation for both states ψ i with i ∈ {1, 2} is
where we introduced the effective interaction g eff i = (g i + g ij ) > 0, which includes both cross-and self-interactions. The crucial property of such a two component BEC for the task of generating soliton trains of a certain frequency is that cross-interactions can take over the role of selfinteractions and vice versa.
If we would imprint soliton trains of a certain frequency in both components by changing self-interactions corresponding bijectively to a number, we could modify the input in each component by the presence of the other component by changing cross-interactions between them as well and at the same instant of time. For example consider the input number a ∈ R + that corresponds to the frequency of the soliton trains generated in components A and B due to a change in self-interactions in both components. We can add theoretically any other number Fig. 2 , where a and b represent the input numbers and c the output number. Clearly the properties of the new number c are defined by the two-component system used for this computation. By the assumption that both self-and cross-interactions can be changed the effective 'self-interaction' for each state can be written as
with g i (z) > 0,
and also g ij (z) ≥ 0 while c 3 and c 4 are constants. More specifically we consider first cross-interactions of the form g R ij = 0 and g L ij ≥ 0. Here we assume initial crossinteractions to be turned off and after a change is induced cross-interactions on the r.h.s. stay turned off (g R ij = 0), but a change on the l.h.s. g L ij ≥ 0 is implemented. Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of dark soliton trains generated by the quantum piston scheme [34] . The initial distribution has been specified by n 0 = 1 with g 1 = g 2 = 1 and g ij = 0 and we have changed self-interactions in both components by g 
Here again the frequency of emerging dark soliton trains is increased. Setting N = a, and M = b the algebraic properties of closure, commutativity, the existence of an identity element, associativity of multiplication for natural numbers and no zero divisors are satisfied. (We note that M can also represent a real number.) The corresponding properties apply to above addition scheme as well and implementing associativity for addition of three numbers is done by considering a three component con-densate obeying a change in interactions of the form 
Here the parameters c and d are not uniquely defined by the factor of multiplication, but together sufficient to represent in principle any positive real number. An analogue relation between change in selfinteractions and frequencies of soliton trains holds for self-interactions being switched from entirely positive to negative values within a fraction of the condensate [1] . An illustration of this relation between change in interactions and frequency can be found in Fig. 1 and is represented by the graph ra. For N -component condensates a multiplication between a number −M and a positive natural number N can be implemented analogously as in (7) by implementing self-and cross-interactions such that
Computing method B,-Next we consider a different computing method utilizing single component BEC (N=1). Formally (1) becomes
Here g = g(z) is of the form (2). For atomic BEC a stepwise interaction function can be implemented by the means of Feshbach resonances [1, 25] . As complementary mechanism we propose the implementation of phase imprinting techniques [22, [27] [28] [29] . As shown in [22] phase engineering enables us to locally imprint a phase on the condensate wave function, i.e., ψ → ψ · e iφ(z) with φ(z) being specified and highly controllable by the parameters of the experimental setup. By an appropriate choice of parameters this induces the generation of solitons, which experimentally are clearly observable [27] . In order to implement our computing scheme we imprint a phase over time, ψ → ψ · e iθ(z)t/2 , of the simple form where c 5 and c 6 denote fixed constants. Hence (11) becomes
Here the phase θ = θ(z) is utilized for generating soliton trains comparable to variable self-or cross-interactions. Numerical simulations of the condensate wave function show that a condensate initially specified by ψ = √ n 0 = 1 and g = 1 supports stable soliton trains above a threshold depending on the parameters of the system and in particular changing self-interactions g → g(z) at the same time implies an increase in frequency of the emerging soliton train, which in turn imposes an order structure on associated data, i.e., input number a ≥ 0 associated with a change in self interactions s = g L /g R ≥ 1 = g R = g combined with b ≥ 0 associated with an appropriately chosen imprinted phase on the l.h.s. implies an output number c ≥ a, b. Fig. 4 shows an example for a numerically generated soliton train evolving within a BEC generated solely via a change in self-interactions (see also [1] ). Here we have imposed on an initial condition given by ψ = √ n 0 = 1 with g = 1 and θ = 0 a change in self-interactions given by g L = 2.2 and g R = 1. In Fig. 5 we show that introducing on the same initial condition a phase θ L = 0.7 and θ R = 0 generates as well a soliton train. Imposing simultaneously a change in self-interactions and a stepwise phase specified by g L = 2.2, g R = 1, θ L = 0.7 and θ R = 0 creates a distribution represented in Fig. 6 . This density plot in particular shows that both soliton generating mechanisms in place yield a soliton train of higher frequency providing an order structure for the associated data. Finally we remark that in general implementing mathematical operations (such as +,−, etc.) depends on the form of θ(z) (and g(z)), which can be modeled to a very high degree using an appropriate setup of experimental parameters [22] .
Conclusions,-This letter has been devoted to present a new application for atomic BEC in the Gross-Pitaevskii regime and analogous systems as analog (classical) computing devices. We introduced two distinct and novel computing schemes utilizing Feshbach tuned scattering lengths and state-of-the-art phase imprinting techniques, which for massive BEC both are well-studied and experimentally tested. We showed how to utilize these concepts for computing numbers and gave various examples of implementations of different fundamental mathematical operations in single and multicomponent systems.
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